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The future of applications or the application experience is going to Product 
Styled Delivery of business capabilities that ensures continuous innovation 
as per Gartner and as Neutrinos we would also add building experiences that 
are consistent with and enabling the consumption of such business 
capabilities are of utmost value to the customers.

This future of integrations is all about 
expanding from the traditional, monolithic, 
cloud-centric application integration and 
data integration use cases to increasingly 
adopting composable components, 
vverticalized and specialized applications 
where integration by including a 
comprehensive collection of APIs and/or 
event streams. Enterprises are re-
architecting strongly coupled application 
suites into more discrete business 
capabilities.

In the recent past, applications have facilitated APIs to add  agility as well as 
open up access. However, tactical postprocessing is still the most common 
use of APIs today. Even with APIs, majority applications are convoluted 
(internally) and would have to be deployed & consumed as a whole. It is 
interesting to note that with increase in number of APIs, the degree of 
sophistication with integration increases parallelly . Therefore, API 
management and integration technologies are now heavily used to tackle management and integration technologies are now heavily used to tackle 
these pressing issues.

This is where providers like Neutrinos make their presence felt and is 
disrupting their way into Composite Architecture or Integration Architecture 
that are more modular in nature. Neutrinos Platform enables Low-Code 
capabilities for API Integration between applications and developing 
applications for the consuming the Business Capabilities including headless 
implementations at the same breadth.
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The Neutrinos integration platform “Neutrinos Services Designer” offers a truly 
scalable integration offering which applies equally to on-premise integration 
and cloud integration. It is one of the only solutions in the market that allows a 
“True No Lock-In,”where the open source code is generated end to end for  all 
integration flows and you can export the code outside the platform to use 
what you build independently and integrate with your existing ecosystem / 
cloud platform. The platform will have enterprises need not invest in an 
“Enterprise Service Bus” or spend huge amount of time in having resources “Enterprise Service Bus” or spend huge amount of time in having resources 
spend days to create api’s and connectors. Neutrinos Services Designer 
allows developers to visually model their services. These services can be 
modeled over various protocols like HTTP/S, AMQP , MQTT/S, etc, with runtime 
environment.

The platforms like Neutrinos enable Business users to create applications or 
create experiences that enable API creation and access to the holding 
application with internal integration or inter-application integrations which 
combined with the extensive experience in Financial services especially 
insurance space becomes a dedicated Low-code integration tool.
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Services Designer is a feature that is 
embedded within Neutrinos Studio which 
enables to drag and dropand visually model enables to drag and dropand visually model 
API definitions and integration flows which 
we call as service flows. There are several 
predefined nodes or connectors that enables 
smooth Routing of Data between end-points 
and orchestrates the flow between the end 
points. This feature enables to establish 
varying modes of connecting and interacting varying modes of connecting and interacting 
applications and data structures via a variety 
of protocols (such as HTTP,  AMQP, JMS and 
others).

Neutrinos Services Provider delivers the following capabilities:

We have had some of our customers extremely satisfied with the capability 
to create APIs and Event modelers quickly and deploy in a hybrid model both 
on-cloud - Azure, AWS and GCP as well as on-premise.
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The connectors or “Nodes” as we call it, can 
be used to wire the services or process logic 
and run efficiently on the devices itself 
instead of routing all calls to servers. This 
includes any actions that a user performs on includes any actions that a user performs on 
the browser or the interface of the application 
like what the user sees, such as text, images, 
and the rest of the user interface, along with 
any headless actions that an application 
performs. We have found that many 
contemporary developers are including 
clienclient-side processes in their application 
architecture to avoid the round trips to the 
server thus avoiding latency.

The Services Designer has two parts:

The client services also enables the 3rd party API with Call Services Nodes 
to directly call other APIs and process information instead of re-routing to a 
server call, definition of local data formatting and storage capabilities. 
Neutrinos also believes in having the business users or developers the 
ability to code and exude more control over the implementations and hence 
strikes a right balance.
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Server Services provides a range of  integration and connectivity options to 
the user.

Servers services provide various functionalities such as sharing data and 
resources among multiple clients, performing computation for a client and so 
on. Developer or Business users can use the Server Services Designer 
(SSD) to create HTTP endpoints ( by using the “HTTP In” and “HTTP out” 
nodes), or message/file based endpoints. This endpoint, when hit by the 
consumers, performs the required functionality and sends the response 
back to the client. For example, here (in figure below) is an HTTP flow (REST 
Service) to handle user login. The client requests the serService) to handle user login. The client requests the server to authenticate 
the user by calling the /login endpoint. The server checks the user 
credentials based on the username and password. If valid, it redirects the 
user to the home screen of the application. If invalid, sends the client not 
registered error to the client.
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The key functionality in SSD is its ability to have a multitude of connectors 
(also called as nodes) on its Marketplace. The nodes allows integration 
developers to connect to varied systems without the need to know intricate 
details about the underlying systems.

Neutrinos Platform enables a variety of connectivity options to a range of 
applications and data structures. The toolkit provided with the platform, also 
allows developers to build custom connectors to bespoke systems, so that 
other developers can reuse these connectors in their application builds. 

The following are some of capabilities that Server services satisfies

Services Designer allows a user to define an API and then apply checks like 
Authorization as shown in the figure below.  In the figure below the 
Neutrinos IDS checks are applied . The checks can be applied using the 
capability called “Middleware Sequences“. These sequences would be 
triggered just before the API calls and enables to modify the flow of API thus triggered just before the API calls and enables to modify the flow of API thus 
performing the necessary checks like Authentication or Authorization, valid 
sessions or perform credit checks. There are certain middleware sequences 
that are provided by default on the platform and others can be created by 
the user as given in the figures below.
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Neutrinos Platform provides a further set of connectors that cater to the 
capabilities below

REST/HTTP Connectors: HTTP-in, HTTP-Out, HTTP-Request nodes allow 
users to visually create REST services to receive requests (GET,PUT,POST 
etc) to create REST microservices.

SOAP Connectors: For helping designers to create SOAP Requests or to 
create SOAP based microservices.

MFT Connectors: File-In, File-Out, GoAnyWhere-Connectors etc. provide 
writing micro services that allow file based service creation enabling 
traditional file-based integration services and in turn allow legatraditional file-based integration services and in turn allow legacy services 
to still work in a cloud world, securely.

AMQP Connectors: Connectors that allow the creation of micro services, 
that are triggered on receipt of messages in AMQP providers (eg. RabbitMQ, 
IBM WMQ etc). It allows varied MQ operations like read, rollback, browse 
etc.). This allows adherence to publish-subscribe, peer-peer models of 
integration. 

Parser connectors provide  the ability to process different data formats 
such as CSV, YAML, XML and JSON. Other ASN.1, or other types of format 
manipulation can be custom created to suite the application requirements 
using the Nodes SDK that is published.

Workflow Connectors - For integrating with BPM Engines, (e.g. Flowable, 
JBPM, IBMBPM) and comply to BPMn standards.
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Integration to varied enterprise systems especially Insurance systems:

Salesforce nodes 

Communication: 
        • Video: Meet.neutrinos.covideo conferencingthat includes hosting on 
       cloud / video recording / remote desktop sharing  and complete 
       conferencing package
        •  Voice calls to PSTN and Mobile
        •         • Messaging widgets like SMS, MMS, WhatsApp, Facebook and Viber 

Integrations to Insurance pre-built processes and API providers like InsureMo 
and Ebaotech

Integrations to RPA like UIPath, Automation Anywhere, Blueprism

AWS cloud services like Amazon EC2, Cloud Watch, Amazon RDS and Elastic 
File System and other AWS services like Textract for OCR, Lex for 
Conversational, AWS Lambda for Serverless deployments and other services

Azure Services: Azure Kubernetes Services, Azure Devops, Azure AD 
services 
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Neutrinos Platform allows users to deploy applications on Cloud and 
On-premise. The platform enables containerized and serverless deployments 
with High Availability and Auto scaling that is built-in. The platform allows 
users to deploy using the devops pipeline available on Neutrinos Console or 
to integrate to the devops pipeline of choice of the customer including 
custom tools within the customer environments.

Neutrinos Platform Integration services are 
based on end to end code generation. The 
platform generates JavaScript code for all 
the integrations with zero proprietary code 
(including 3rd party libraries). 
The Neutrinos platform generated code is The Neutrinos platform generated code is 
JavaScript code that is well documented 
as well as the code is object oriented  
leading to better maintainability. The 
Neutrinos Studio framework also prNeutrinos Studio framework also provides 
for creating reusable code and hence the 
design model includes reusable widgets 
(UI components), nodes, templates 
applications and connectors.
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Neutrinos Platform operates on Linux, MacOS, Windows Operating systems , 
provides connectors and integrations services to a variety of systems as 
listed in the sections above. The platform supports Multi-cloud deployments 
on AWS, Azure, GCP.

Neutrinos platform disrupts by being flexible and coexisting with current 
customer investments on platforms and technologies. Neutrinos is flexible in 
terms of  customization and implementation to customer scenarios.

Neutrinos platform is based on Open source technologies which proves to 
be affordable considering closed source being used.

Neutrinos Platform is based on JavaScript frameworks  and hence the skills 
required for application and integration services development are easily 
available.
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No-Lockin

Open Source Tech used

API Support

Application Integration

CRM Integration

Dashboard Creation

Database Integration

Drag & Drop Interface

ERP Integration

Help Desk Integration

Mobile Integration

POS Integration

Payroll Integration

QuickBooks Integration

Real Time Reporting

SMS Integration

Salesforce Integration

Social Media Integration

Third Party Integration

Website Integration

eCommerce Integration
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